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DEDICATION

For my children, Alexis, Morgan, and Mason. I hope that my work creates a world for you in which you never have to convince anyone that
Black lives matter.
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HOW THIS BOOK WORKS

For the most part, this ebook functions just as any normal physical
book would. The reader moves to the next or previous page by swiping to the left or right. One of the advantages of this book being in a
digital format is that it allows for this text to have multimedia elements that are not possible to include in a traditional print book.
There are some pages that contain words or sentences colored in
red. In those cases, those are hyperlinks that, when clicked, will take
the reader to online articles or videos that provide more information
on the topic at hand. In the middle of some images there will be a
“play” button in its center which indicates that it is a video waiting to
be played. If the reader is using a Mac computer or an iPad, she or
he can simply press the play button and the video will start. If the
reader is using an iPhone, Android device, or a Windows-based
computer, click the red hyperlinked caption next to the image to be
taken to a YouTube page that will play the video automatically. For
readers not using Macs or iPads, after watching each video on YouTube, you will have to manually return to whichever program that you
used to initially open the book.
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THE WORLD IS WATCHING

In addition to being a photographer, I am a historian and educator.
When I am not photographing the world around me, I am teaching
about it to students at the secondary and collegiate levels. In my
travels as an educator, I often have discussions with pessimistic people that tell me how futile marching in the street is in the 21st Century. They continually repeat to me the cliché line that, “Black people
have been marching for decades and ain’t nothing changed.” I am
somewhat empathetic to these voices of frustration and futility, as I
once felt the same way that they did. As I grew older and more
knowledgeable about the history of America and the larger world, it
became easier to see fallacy of theses cynics‘ argument. Historically, African Americans have had almost all of their major political
and legal achievements accomplished through non-electoral politics
(e.g., marching in the streets, performing nonviolent direct actions,
and physical rebellion against the perceived property and agents of
African Americans’ oppression). But rather than focusing on the
past, what I am concerned with in this text is the usefulness of these
strategies in the present. At the time of this writing, there is a mas-

sive police accountability and anti-racism movement that is occurring in America. Despite major news networks‘ waning coverage of
it, this movement is actually one of the longest movements in the history of the United States. Nevertheless, I find myself often having to
explain why I decided to become a part of this movement and why I
use my camera to document it. So what follows are my personal
goals for participation:
1) I will inconvenience your lives.
I will not let people be indifferent to execution of my people
and carry on with their lives as if nothing Earth-shattering did
not happen. I will no longer let America develop an unfeeling
tolerance to the tax-funded murder of African Americans.
2) I will not let people forget state sponsored murder.
I will make every effort to broadcast the hypocrisy of the American justice system throughout the world. Every time that you
v

think that I “got over it,” I will remind you again that I am very
much not over it. I am not over the video recorded public execution of Eric Garner. I am not over the embarrassingly incompetent performance of the district attorney who self-sabotaged
his own case against Michael Brown’s killer. I am not over the
police receiving no punishment for shooting 7-year-old Aiyanna Stanley-Jones in the head while she slept when they executed a drug raid in the wrong apartment. I am not over 12year-old Tamir Rice being shot and killed by the police without
warning because he was holding a toy gun. I am not over the
police, without warning, shooting and killing John Crawford III
in a Walmart. I am not over the police shooting Akai Gurley in
his own apartment building just for walking down a stairwell. I
will never give you a chance to be over it either until I feel that
America will serve justice to every citizen including African
Americans.
3) I will be inspired and motivated.
My commitment to fight evil is renewed when I surround myself with dozens, hundreds, or thousands of like-minded people. I am reenergized by people who believe that they have
the strength to change the world. Being in the company of
such people is a necessity for my soul.
4) I will make my own justice.
That is why we are shutting commercial and transportation centers down. If the justice system does not deliver, we mete out
our own punishment and we choose to punish the system by
interfering with its life force-money. We may never completely
win this fight against racist and murderous police practices,

but we will put everyone on notice that if you attack us, you
better be prepared for a hell of a fight because we are going
to go down swinging. There will be no more police murders
without consequences.
5) I will be able to tell my children that I fought for their lives.
Someday my children
will read about this
despicable chapter in
the metaphorical
book of American histor y and ask me,
"What did you do to
stop this?" I will be
able to tell them that I
stood up for them. I
stood when I was
tired, when I was
busy, when I was
sick, when I needed
to be at work making
money-I stood up like
a man and made my
voice heard. I used
my particular talents
as a teacher and as a
photographer as
weapons on the frontline to defend their lives. The fundamental question for all of you that are reading this is: What will
you tell your children?
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100 CITIES MARCH FOR JUSTICE FOR
TRAYVON MARTIN

INTO THE FRAY
Even though I had taught African American history for years at
both the secondary and collegiate levels, I had always been on
the sidelines observing, analyzing, and teaching about what I
saw. After the seeing the state of Florida fail to convict George
Zimmerman for killing 16-year-old, Trayvon Martin, I felt compelled to take to the streets with other people who were equally
outraged. The first demonstration that I participated in was the
100 Cities March for Justice for Trayvon Martin on July, 20, 2013
in Newark, New Jersey. I grabbed an inconspicuous camera and
started documenting my experiences of the day. From that point
on, I became addicted to the energy that flows from a mass cry
for freedom and so photographically documenting people’s fight
for justice became a part of my life.
8

In 1999, Earl Williams’ son, Earl Faison, was tortured to death inside of the Orange, New Jersey police station. The police claimed that he had simply died of an asthma attack.
Were it not for the People’s Organization for Progress (POP), the case may have ended there. After several years of fighting, POP was able to help secure federal convictions
of the officers involved. It was one of the few times that New Jersey police officers were convicted in a police brutality case.
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PEOPLE’S ORGANIZATION FOR PROGRESS
RALLY FOR TRAYVON MARTIN

“WE’LL BE HERE IN THE RAIN, WE’LL
BE HERE IN THE HEAT, WE’LL BE HERE
IN THE SNOW...DEMANDING
JUSTICE FOR TRAYVON MARTIN!”
In Newark, New Jersey, at the end of the 100 Cities Rally for
Trayvon Martin in July of 2013, Larry Hamm, the chairman of the
People’s Organization for Progress (POP), spoke to the crowd. I
was familiar with Larry Hamm’s work but had never seen him in
action in person. He gave a short but brilliant speech on the history of African American resistance that was so poignant and motivating that I felt it a necessity to be at the next POP event. So on
August 3, 2013, my camera and I went out in the rain to the intersection of Broad and Market Streets in Newark, New Jersey,
where I captured the following photographs and video as POP rallied the community to fight for justice for Trayvon Martin.
13

People’s Organization for Progress’ Chairman. Larry Hamm, explains that elected officials need to be held accountable for demanding justice for Trayvon Martin.
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MARCH ON WASHINGTON 50TH ANNIVERSARY

50 YEARS LATER
Participating in two of the People’s Organization for Progress’ Justice for Trayvon Martin marches was incredibly motivating and
made me enthusiastic about getting back out into the streets and
letting my voice be heard about what I perceived to be the continual perversion of justice African Americans faced in America’s
court system. The people who led those rallies and the participants themselves, were so sincere in their demands for justice
that I could not help but to be moved to be continually involved in
public actions against racism. So naturally, I was thrilled that Al
Sharpton’s, National Action Network, was organizing what they
called the “National Action to Realize the Dream March.” I hurriedly applied for a media credential, bought a train ticket to
Washington DC, and on August 24, 2013, I showed up at the Lincoln Memorial to see if this national gathering of thousands of lovers of justice would have an even bigger impact on me and society than the smaller marches I had been a part of earlier in the
year.
20

The most frustrating realization I had about
this event was that
there was a clear disconnect between the
almost comical number
of speakers on the dais
and the masses. As I
moved through the
crowd, issues like various states’ “Stand Your
Ground” laws and the
federal prosecution of
George Zimmerman for
killing Trayvon Martin,
were at the forefront of
the people’s minds but
not much of the day focused specifically on
these issues. The
whole day felt more
like a show than a serious protest movement.
It felt more like a reenactment of the 1963
March on Washington
rather than a continuation of it.
24
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I CAN’T BREATHE

STATEN ISLAND
After the failure of the state of Florida to convict George Zimmerman of murdering Trayvon Martin, there was a flurry of activity from activists and concerned
citizens, but shortly after the end of the summer 2013, the news cycle changed
and, like so often happens, people accepted that Trayvon Martin would not receive justice and went on with their lives. There was a lull in public outcry
against police brutality as the year neared its end. A series of events in 2014,
however, would forcibly reenergize the African American and progressive political bases and start a new massive nationwide campaign against racism and
police brutality and for the embracement of African American lives. The summer of 2014 was marked by a number of police killings of civilians, but the two
most attention-grabbing killings were that of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, and Eric Garner in Staten Island, New York. Leading up to a grand jury’s
decision not to indict Michael Brown’s killer, Ferguson police officer, Darren Wilson, protestors in Ferguson engaged in nearly 200 days of continuous protest.
That protest was the second longest protest in post Civil War America (the longest being the Montgomery bus boycott in the 1950s).
In New York, a video surfaced of an unarmed civilian being choked to death by
a New York City police officer while exclaiming eleven times, “I can’t breathe!”
The video of the police homicide of Eric Garner went viral and spurred outrage
across the country. The combined frustration that many people felt over Michael Brown’s killing, the Ferguson police’s overly militaristic response to protestors, and this video, set the scene for a mass protest in Staten Island led by Al
Sharpton and the National Action Network that had all the fire and enthusiasm
that was missing from their mass protest in DC the previous summer. On
August 23, 2014, the “We Will Not Go Back March” drew thousands of protestors to Staten Island to march through the the neighborhood where Eric Garner
was killed by the NYPD.
27

Palestinian support for African Americans’ fight against state sanctioned violence.

The summer of 2014 was
marked by an increase of
police killings of African
Americans in the United
States but also a massive
campaign of violence by
the Israeli gover nment
against thousands of Palestinian civilians in retaliation
for three Israelis that were
killed by Palestinians. Palestinians activists in America
and in Palestine recognized
that the history of racism
and oppression that African
Americans in America
faced, mirrored their own
struggle for freedom and
stood in solidarity with protestors in New York and Ferguson. As I attended protests throughout 2014, it
was commonplace for me
to see Palestinians marching with protestors proclaiming that “Black lives matter!”

As they have often done at major African American events in recent history, the Nation of Islam provided security and order for the massive demonstration in Staten Island.

A massive crowd
gathered in Staten
Island to support
Eric Garner’s family and to demand
justice.
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#SHUTITDOWN

ERIC GARNER, MICHAEL BROWN.
SHUT IT DOWN! SHUT IT DOWN!
A funny thing happened on the road to typical American injustice...On
December 3, 2014, even after watching the video of New York City Police Officer Daniel Pantaleo choking Eric Garner to death, a grand jury
decided not to indict him. This decision followed the November 24,
2014, decision of the grand jury in Ferguson not to indict Darren Wilson for killing Michael Brown. I was outraged beyond words when I
saw that, once again, even when African American people are killed
by the police on video, the officers in question would not be punished.
I knew that if I stayed at home, my anger would encompass me and I
would release my anger in an unproductive way. So I immediately texted Ashely Johnson, one of my former students, who lives in Manhattan who had already participated in several Ferguson related protests
in New York, to find out where people were gathering that night.
Through the magic of twitter and a search of the hashtag, “#shutitdown,” we discovered that people were gathering to attempt to shutdown annual the Christmas tree lighting ceremony at Rockefeller Center. The shut down attempt was thwarted by the thousands of tourists
that had been lined up for hours waiting to see the tree lighting ceremony. Even without the heavy NYPD presence, there was no way that
protestors could get near the event. So the protest moved on to Times
Square and other tourist attractions in an attempt to inconvenience
people who normally ignore or fein indifference to the plight of African
American people. Throughout the entire country, protestors took similar actions with the goal of shutting down business as usual in the
commercial and transportation hubs across the nation. The message
was clear: we are not going to let America pretend that this is not happening anymore. We will disrupt the normal routine of the general
population until they either genuinely care or they get so tired of being
inconvenienced that they demand for the system to be changed. In
the words of the protestors, ”If we ain’t gon’ get no justice, you ain’t
gon’ get no peace!”
35

Protestors shutting down
Times Square on the evening
that a Staten Island grand
jury announced that it would
not indict the police officer
that killed Eric Garner.
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MOMENTUM

MORE THAN THEY BARGAINED FOR
The failure of a Staten Island jury to indict any police officers in
the video recorded homicide of Eric Garner set off a massive
wave of public disapproval at all ends of the political spectrum.
When both FOX News’ Bill O’Reilly, and civil rights activist, Al
Sharpton, simultaneously agree that the grand jury made the
wrong decision, you know that the system failed in a spectacular
way. As such, activists and concerned citizens began to consistently engage in protests and civil disobedience direct actions
throughout the entire nation. Hundreds of non-violent direct action
activities shut down commercial and transportation centers in
Philadelphia, Boston, Denver, Oakland, Minneapolis, Los Angeles, and just about every other major city America. In New York
City, Grand Central Terminal became a hot spot for several protests including the one from which the following photographs
come. A multicultural gathering of protestors gathered on December 7, 2014 to continue the mission of drawing attention to systemic police brutality and racism and to press for federal charges
against the officers that committed the homicide of Eric Garner.
43

Protestors shout, “I
can’t breathe,” eleven
times in a row as a reminder of how many
times Eric Garner told
the NYPD that he
could not breathe as
they choked him to
death.
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I GOT NEXT

NEW BLOOD. NEW VOICES. NEW VISION.
The beautiful and inspiring facet of this new movement of mass
resistance has been that it has been primarily led by young people, most of whom are women. It is my belief that the reason why
this 21st Century movement has been widespread and effective
is because it has no singular figurehead or organization leading
it. It has been a collection of various grassroots organizations,
usually led by younger people, that have been the vanguard of
this movement. As such, their actions have been unpredictable
and unburdened by political debts to people in power. Students
and recent alumni from the New Jersey Institute of Technology
and Rutgers University-Newark, organized a demonstration
aimed at attracting college students in New Jersey to the movement. Through direct communication and, perhaps the greatest
mass organizing tool in recent history, online social media (e.g.,
Twitter and Instagram), they sent out a call for a protest at the
main intersection of New Jersey’s largest city, Newark, during evening rush hour on December 10, 2014. And as they promised
they would, they shut it down. Actions like this one at the intersection Broad and Market Streets, force the thousands of people
coming home from work to have racism and police brutality at the
forefront of their minds. Whether they admired the young people
who made traffic stand still or whether they hated them, commuters and bystanders were forced, even if temporarily, to be
dragged into the world that African Americans and Latinos are in
everyday.
49

Terrell Blount, one of my former students at Rutgers University, has had a life of transformation. He went from being in prison to graduating from college, and now shares his story
with other people to help transform their lives. He is a consistent warrior in the fight against racism and police brutality and I sometimes wonder whether, the justice system does not
afford more people like a him second chance precisely because it is afraid that doing so will produce more disruptive and power-challenging people exactly like Terrell.

Protestors in Newark shutdown a major intersection
near Penn Station, the busiest train station in New Jersey.

These protests empower more people than you realize. This group of middle school/early high school-aged kids saw the protest by the train station and I heard the kid with the hat say, "I
want join in, but I want to smoke this Black & Mild." He was genuinely conflicted about what he should do. He instinctively knew that his smoking and protesting were in conflict with each
other. Last I saw him, he and his friends had joined the tail-end of the march. Give young people opportunities to be constructive and they will rise to the challenge.
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MILLIONS MARCH NYC

“WHOSE STREETS? OUR STREETS!”
In Washington, DC and New York City, there were simultaneous
massive demonstrations against police brutality and racism. I
chose to attend the NYC march after being unimpressed with my
experience in DC for the 50th Anniversary of the March on Washington. I believe that I chose wisely as the New York City march
was largely leaderless and was fueled by many grassroots organizations coming together to make their voices heard. That is not to
say that there were not people responsible for logistics like permits and planning the march route, but unlike the March in DC,
there were no superstar leaders or speakers that the masses
were there to follow or hear speak. More than 30,000 people gathered and walked down 5th Avenue in Manhattan purely for the
cause of justice. Despite the humungous crowd there, I saw very
little media coverage of the event on the major television networks. I marched for the better part of five hours and only saw
very localized news outlets at the event. The lack of media coverage provided a very good lesson for me about how this movement would be presented to America from this point on: Massive
peaceful demonstrations will get little attention from the mainstream television news outlets, but sporadic incidents of people
damaging property in Ferguson will get the major networks’ attention for days at a time. This beautiful event that gathered people
across racial, gender, sexual orientation, and class lines, was not
to be a story spoken of very loudly in the mainstream. The lack of
coverage of this march strengthened my resolve to create this
book so that at least some of its story could be told.
56

Though it presents some challenges, it was encouraging to see so many people who were not African Americans aggressively leading and
demanding justice and systemic change of the justice and economic systems of America

The absolute greatest source of annoyance
during the Millions March NYC demonstration
was the random Santacon participants that
crossed the paths of protestors throughout
the day. Santacon is large event where thousands of young people dress up like Santa
Claus, elves, reindeer, and other magical creatures and get drunk in public. While these people were participating in public debauchery, a
few avenues over, 30,000 people were marching in force to be the voices for those that
were unjustly killed and were demanding a
change to the systemic practices of the justice system that too often lead to the unnecessary killings of people of color. It was very
hard for me to stomach their indifference to
human suffering. Some of the Santacon participants who crossed the Millions March NYC
demonstration actually had the audacity to be
annoyed by our fight for justice for real humans interfering with their gathering of makebelieve magical elves and liquor.

The million dollar question in the midst of these police killings and subsequent protests is, “Where do African American police officers stand on all of
this?” In public, African American and Latino police officers are largely silent on this latest rash of police brutality claims though there are occasions
where officers do speak out and express their frustration with racism within their police departments as well.

One of the underreported stories of this new movement is that African American women are largely responsible for leading many of the grassroots organizations that are at at the vanguard of these demonstrations.
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NEW YEAR. SAME PROBLEM.

RESISTING A (PAT) LYNCHING
While simultaneous marches in New York City and Washington DC drew tens of thousands of
people each, smaller protests across the country continued to happen. High profile African
American professional and collegiate athletes also finally began engaging in political action
by wearing “I Can’t Breathe!” t-shirts on national television. Social media services were filled
with photos of protestors of almost every imaginable social, racial, gender, and geographic
category demanding justice for African Americans and loudly proclaiming that “Black lives
matter.” The demonstrators across America were beginning to embarrass the nation on an
international stage as countries such as China, Iran, and Egypt mocked America for what
they perceived as its human rights violations against protestors in Ferguson. All of this political action was snowballing towards the creation of an overwhelming amount of pressure on
the political system and justice system to change its ways.
At this precise moment, the president of the NYPD Policemen's Benevolent Association
seized upon a random act of violence to help buttress his standing and increase his leverage
in a battle with the New York City mayor, Bill DeBlasio, as they negotiated changes to the police force. A random and deranged man from Baltimore tried to shoot and kill his girlfriend
there, and then took a bus to New York where he shot and killed two random New York City
police officers. Before shooting the two cops, the killer made an Instagram post where wrote
about killing police in revenge for Eric Garner. Pat Lynch quickly rushed in front of cameras
and blamed DeBlasio and the police accountability protests for the killings. Lynch’s moronic
logic took root in the mainstream media and many uninformed and uncritical people accepted his argument. Lynch’s argument laid blame on everyone accept the killer for his own
individually deranged actions and the police themselves. Lynch’s insane argument ignores
the fact that what the killer wrote that he was upset about was the actual murder of Eric Garner by the NYPD. Lynch blamed the mayor and the protestors but completely ignored the actions that his fellow police officers took that put all of these events into motion by choking Eric
Garner to death. News agencies reported that Pat Lynch told his constituents that, “For the
first time in a number of years we have become a “wartime”police department. We will act
accordingly.” Presumably the citizens that the police are charged with protecting are now the
enemies in Pat Lynch’s war.
In light of Pat Lynch’s attempt to demonize the nonviolent protestors’ calls of, “Black lives matter,” as a call to violence against the police, it was important that demonstrators countered
that perception by immediately continuing to nonviolently protest despite calls from the police union and mayor to delay protests. Believing that justice delayed is, in fact, justice denied, after the new year, I was anxious to get back to work. I went to the first protest of year in
New York City on New Year’s Day 2015 at Grand Central Terminal. It was a small gathering of
people that decided to accept actor Samuel Jackson’s online challenge to sing the protest
song pictured on the right. It really did not matter what the format of the protest was to me,
however. I just wanted to be out in public protesting and photographing to show that I was
not swayed, discouraged, or shrinking from my mission to demand justice.
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The opulence of Grand Central Terminal makes it an ideal place to decry the imbalance of justice and power between the elite and the masses.

We ain’t gonna stop till people are free...
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POP MLK DAY MARCH 2015

MUCH HAS CHANGED. MUCH HAS NOT.
The People’s Organization for Progress’ annual Martin Luther King, Jr. Day march on January 19, 2015, was more
timely than ever. 2014 had a marked increase of reported incidents of police brutality and activism to address those incidents. So this year’s march was both a celebration of African
Americans’ history of struggle for justice but also a continuation of that struggle. So early in the afternoon, members of
POP and people from the surrounding communities, met at
the Lincoln monument in downtown Newark to rally for justice. There were two moments that particularly stood out for
me at this event. The first was that in addition to community
leaders and educators speaking at the rally, mothers and
grandmothers of African Americans that had been recently
killed by the police under suspicious circumstances, movingly spoke about their experiences. Secondly, POP Chairman, Larry Hamm, announced that the organization would
be coordinating a Million People march against racism and
economic inequality on July 25, 2015 in downtown Newark,
New Jersey. The day’s march, much like this book, was a reminder of what had already occurred, but more importantly
a call for even greater participation and action in the future.
The world is not changed by the people in power volunteering to surrender their control. The world is changed by
masses forcing the people in power to begrudgingly change
their ways and dragging them into a better tomorrow. I hope
that the readers of this book become part of the labor force
that helps pull all of us to that better future.
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The mother of Abdul Kamal, who, while unarmed, was shot 10 times by the Irvington, New Jersey police, addresses the crowd at the 2015 POP MLK Day march.

Protest marches are not solely about making the people in power respond to the demonstrators’ concerns. It is also about doing something dramatic to
gain the attention of the people that are on the sidelines. Demonstrations, such as this one, show people that they are not alone in their concerns about
racism and police brutality and that there are productive avenues available to them to express their angst.

Newark has a mayor, Ras Baraka, that understands that the demonstrators are protesting unjust and racist police practices and not against police in
general. He has even participated in past marches. So there is little tension between the police and protestors in the city because, currently, a culture
has been created that allows for political expression.

People’s Organization for Progress, Chairman, Larry Hamm, explains the purpose of the day’s march and announces plans to carry out a Millions People March against racism and police brutality in July of 2015.
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LOOKING FORWARD

This book is a reminder of what has already occurred but, more importantly,
it is a call for even greater participation and action in the future. At the time
of this writing, the number of police accountability protests that are occurring are dwindling but police brutality is not. It is my hope that each reader
of this text will share it with as many people as possible. I meet many people who are angry about racism and the corruption that exists in the American justice system. Those same people are discouraged from fighting because they often feel that, as an individual, they are powerless to change
anything. The people that think that way may, in fact, be right. The point of
this book, however, is to show the viewer that if you decide to enlist in the
fight against oppression, you will not stand as individual, but rather as a part
of an army of many thousands who collectively have more than enough
power to change the world. Frederick Douglass famously said:

Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never did and it
never will. Find out just what any people will quietly submit to and
you have found out the exact measure of injustice and wrong which
will be imposed upon them, and these will continue till they are resisted with either words or blows, or both. The limits of tyrants are
prescribed by the endurance of those whom they oppress.”
The world is not changed by people simply hoping that the people in power
will voluntarily surrender their control. The world is changed by the masses
forcing the people in power to begrudgingly change their ways. We have to
collectively drag the world into a better tomorrow. I hope that the viewers of
this book will become part of the labor force that helps to pull all of us to that
better future.
90

